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Investing in road construction infrastructure projects
under public-private partnership in the form of concession
Purpose. To substantiate an approach to road development investment management in Ukraine in compliance with the prin
ciple of syncretism and the use of Quality Function Deployment methodology, to improve the methodological approach to calcu
lating the concession fee for brown-field and green-field road concession projects.
Methodology. The study used a set of general and special methods of cognition: the Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
method, the environmental approach, multimodal analysis, Decoupling Index, Decoupling Factor, logical generalization, quan
titative and qualitative comparison, scientific abstraction and systematization.
Findings. According to the results of research on interrelation of cost of an investment project and volumes of works by their
types, an economic-mathematical model of estimation of need for investments in projects for construction, reconstruction, repair
and maintenance of public motor roads is offered. The proposed model, unlike the existing ones, is based on lateral understanding
of the clarity of delineation of capital needs by type of road construction, which will provide taking management decisions on in
vestment projects with model and information tools that will help obtain the most realistic assessment of need for capital needed
to improve the transport operation condition of motor roads in Ukraine.
Originality. The organizational-economic mechanism of management of investment activity of road economy and the estima
tion of efficiency of co-financing investment projects under programs on construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance of
motor roads is advanced. The diagnostics of efficiency of investment of construction of public motor roads under public-private
partnership in the form of concession is improved.
Practical value. The results of the study can be used in the activities of road industry of Ukraine for the development and imple
mentation of investment projects under motor road development programs.
Keywords: motor roads, investments, investment activity management, infrastructure projects, public-private partnership
Introduction. Sustainable and efficient functioning of
transport infrastructure is a necessary condition for stabiliza
tion, recovery and restructuring of the economy, for ensuring
the integrity, security and defence capabilities of the state, for
improving the living standard and conditions of its citizens.
The development of transport infrastructure ensures an
increase in the competitiveness of economy, as the intensifica
tion of investment activities in the road sector, in particular
under public-private partnership in the form of concession us
ing a system of tax incentives for concessionaires, is the basis
for improving and developing motor roads.
Transport generates intersectoral services and creates the
appropriate infrastructure of a country, as the demand for
transport services largely depends on the demand for the re
sults of activities of other sectors of the economy. A key factor
in the functioning and development of transport infrastructure
is the state of the country’s transport routes [1], according to
which Ukraine, unfortunately, ranks 134 th out of 138 countries
that participated in the Global Competitiveness Report 2018.
Highly developed European countries, world leaders in
economic development, which include Japan, are constantly
increasing their infrastructural potential, as evidenced by the
data given in Table 1 [2].
As we can see, the development of road network in any
country of the world, on the one hand, is a consequence of the
development of its economy, and on the other hand, one of the
key factors contributing to this development [2].
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Literature review. Studies on management of road sector
investment activities are conducted in a work by Hughes J. F.
and Healy K. (2014), who examined the critical infrastructure
and natural, technological, social and political hazards of the
functioning of transport system as well as the technical and or
ganizational level of its sustainability.
In research [3, 4] the content of investment activity man
agement is studied interpreting investment activity broader –
as an organized activity carried out in the actual, existing in
the country’s business conditions through practical actions of
investment entities, whose functions consist in the purpose
ful process of finding the required number of investment re
sources, selecting appropriate objects or tools for investment,
developing and implementing a phased investment program
or strategy and ensuring its effective implementation in order
to make a profit and/or cause some other positive effect. Un
doubtedly, this definition is correct, but we are convinced
that the concept of “investment activity” should be consid
ered in the context of expectations of stakeholders as for its
success [4].
While ensuring the success of investment activities is pos
sible under condition of effective management, which, in a
broad sense, should be considered as the application of special
knowledge and methods to meet the expectations of invest
ment process participants, and in a narrower sense, one should
separately focus on each of specific scientific approaches.
Since management of investment activities is the coordi
nation of certain actions, it is carried out due to the influence
of a set of management tools, which activates a certain man
agement mechanism.
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Table 1
Comparative analysis of the length and density of roads
in Ukraine, some EU countries and Japan (2018)

Country
Ukraine

Country area,
thousand km2

Motor roads
length,
thousand km

Motor roads
density, km. per
1000 km2 of the
territory

603.7

169.5

274.7
3231.3

Japan

377.8

1219.0

Great Britain

244.1

418.0

1713.2

Poland

312.6

424.0

1355.9

France

551.6

1050.6

1749.1

Germany

357.0

644.5

1805.3

Spain

307.6

683.2

1349.5

Italy

301.2

669.0

1618.7

In particular, the works [5, 6] insist on the need to con
sider the concept of “investment management” according to
an integrated approach, as a systemically integrated process of
managing a set of investment projects which are subject to a
single strategic goal focused on successful implementation of
its investment program.
The purpose of the article is to substantiate an approach to
road development investment management in Ukraine in
compliance with the principle of syncretism and the use of
Quality Function Deployment methodology, to improve the
methodological approach to calculating the concession fee for
brown-field and green-field road concession projects.
Methods. Management of investment activity is the guaran
tee of its success, and the quality of management of investment
activity is the ability to meet the expectations of stakeholders as
for successful implementation of investment programs and
projects. Therefore, management of investment activities
should be considered on the basis formed by the methods of
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) – methods for making
management decisions that are based on the structuring (de
ployment) of the quality function of a particular product. The
QFD methodology has gained worldwide recognition and is
one of the mandatory requirements of QS-9000 and ISO
9000:2015 Standard “Quality Management Systems – Funda
mentals and Vocabulary” (ISO (2018). 9000:2015, Quality

Fig. 1. Scheme of the application of environmental approach to
management of the investment activities of road industry in
Ukraine

management systems. Fundamentals and vocabulary, Europe
an Committee for Standardization, Brussels.). According to the
QFD methods, the requirements of stakeholders for the forma
tion of a mechanism of investment activity management should
be specified in stages, starting with determining the need for
tool and ending with the evaluation of its effectiveness (Fig. 1).
The study also uses an environmental approach to managing
the investment activities of road sector, which consists in com
bining economic growth with environmental protection and im
proving the quality of life, which is complemented by multimod
al analysis of the process and result of interaction of its tools
(Fig. 1), which will contribute to the systematization and consis
tency of transformations at all levels of the hierarchy of manage
ment of investment activities of the country’s road industry.
The environmental approach to management of the in
vestment activities of road sector aimed at preserving the envi
ronment is characterized by the phenomenon of decoupling.
Decoupling (or decoupling effect) is characterized by indica
tors of Decoupling Index and Decoupling Factor, which are
determined according to the formulas
 EP 


 DF endinq
;
Decoupling Index =
 EP 


 DF beqininq

(1)

Decoupling Factor = 1 - Decoupling Index,

(2)

where EP (environmental pressure) is the anthropogenic pres
sure on the environment; DF (driving force) represents indica
tors of economic growth in the ending and beginning periods
of the study.
Results. The development of national economy under the
conditions of environmentalization requires revision of the
methodological basis of doing business, clarification of its ob
jects, the technology of data collection and processing in order
to create an effective organizational and economic mechanism
of managing, primarily, the investment activities of transport
infrastructure [8, 9].
Sustainable and efficient functioning of the transport in
frastructure is a necessary condition for stabilization, recovery
and restructuring of the economy, for ensuring the integrity,
security and defense capabilities of the state, for improving the
living standard and conditions of its citizens.
Ukraine’s signing of the Association Agreement with the
EU was a clear manifestation of the country’s desire to be part
of the European community through political association and
economic integration based on common values, which are the
rule of law and respect for human rights and freedoms.
Ukraine’s commitments under the Association Agreement are
a roadmap for reforming the country. Currently, the EU pro
vides support to Ukraine through various programs and using
various mechanisms, which include, in particular, the financ
ing of infrastructure projects − projects for the development of
roads and transport infrastructure (Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine (2015). Some issues of reforming the system of public
administration of public roads.). Ukraine has new opportuni
ties to develop trade relations, expand industrial ties and inten
sify scientific and technical cooperation with European coun
tries. Under these conditions, the question of ability of
Ukraine’s national transport system to integrate into the Euro
pean transport system, become part of it and thus meet both
Ukraine’s national transport needs and the needs of the EU as
its strategic partner is burning. But the land transport arteries
of Ukraine – its roads built in Soviet times – have exhausted
their resources and need 100 % restoration of the road surface
in accordance with modern loads and traffic intensity, namely
the road network is waiting for further development.
Every year, the load on highways, especially transit routes,
increases significantly [3]. Given the deep-rootedness of prob
lem of investing in the development of motor roads and trans
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port infrastructure of country, it becomes clear that its solu
tion requires significant funds over a significant period of time.
In order to improve the organizational support of invest
ment activities of road industry and the adaptation of Ukrai
nian legislation to the legislation of the European Union, a
draft Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to Certain Legislative
Acts of Ukraine on Regulation of the Road Transport Market
in Ukraine to Bring It in Alignment with the European Union
Act” (Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. 2017) has been developed;
it proposes the introduction into the domestic practice of EU
Directives (of the European Parliament and Council), which
will contribute to: development of motor roads and the trans
port infrastructure in accordance with the requirements of Eu
ropean standards; introduction of effective control over the
functioning of road transport market; improvement of the
quality of transport services and the level of safety in motor
transport.
It is known that the most pressing issue in the process of
construction of motor roads and transport infrastructure is to
ensure their proper financing, using various possible sources,
including the private sector.
In our opinion, only the introduction of public-private
partnership will ensure guaranteed investment, equal and
transparent conditions for participation in tenders, differentia
tion of types of work in road maintenance distinguishing be
tween permanent and periodic ones can significantly intensify
the market of construction, repair and maintenance of roads
in Ukraine. The experience of European countries proves this.
In the most general form, the effectiveness of organiza
tional and economic mechanism for managing the investment
activities of road sector should be understood as the effect ob
tained as a result of the functioning of tools aimed at achieving
the main objectives of investing in road construction and im
proving road condition. And since the tools for managing the
investment activities of road sector are generally divided into

tools for administrative-legal and economic impact, then,
when conducting a multimodal analysis of the interaction of
plurality of its tools, one should focus on the analysis of both
legal and economic regulation of investment activities [10]. In
this case, the evaluation criteria and indicators should meet
the main objectives of state regulation of the process of invest
ing in the development of roads and transport infrastructure.
Unfortunately, the current regulations on management of
investment activities in the road sector do not contain clear
and measurable indicators and do not provide for mechanisms
for monitoring the effectiveness of tools as for the attainability
of objectives of investing in construction, reconstruction and
repair of motor roads (including statistical data collection rel
evant just for this purpose), which significantly complicates
carrying out a multimodal analysis of the interaction of plural
ity of tools of organizational and economic mechanism for
managing the investment activities of road sector.
No less important in the study on investment management
of the road sector is the evaluation of effectiveness of tools of
economic impact, the methodology of implementation of
which is determined primarily by the mechanism of financing
road works carried out by:
- budget funds;
- funds of International Financial Organizations (EBRD,
IBRD, EIB);
- funds of private investors.
Thus, for example, the EBRD and the EIB agreed upon
the fact that the share of each bank in financing the project
“Motor Road and Traffic Safety Improvement Project in
Ukraine” in 2018 amounted to 474 million US dollars (Ta
ble 2) [11].
According to Table 2, during the period we studied, the
sample of IBRD loans amounted to 320.9 million US dollars,
which was only 71 % of the total amount of loan provided for
by the Loan Agreement. Thus, the outstanding loan, as of the
Table 2

Characteristics of partial indicators of the research component index of information economy development
Sources of financing

During the year
that ended
December 31

During the whole
period of implementing
the Project

Budget
of financing

Outstanding
loan

450.000

282.650

2014
funds of IBRD

66.349

167.350

funds of the State Road Agency of Ukraine

6.640

19.156

19.156

−

Total

72.989

186.506

469.156

282.650

funds of IBRD

44.614

211.964

450.000

238.036

funds of the State Road Agency of Ukraine

5.247

24.403

24.403

−

Total

49.861

236.367

474.403

238.036

20.308

232.272

450.000

217.728

−

24.403

24.403

−

256.675

474.403

217.728

24.225

256.497

450.000

193.503

−

24.403

24.402

−

280.900

474.402

193.503

320.913

450.000

129.087

2015

2016
funds of IBRD
funds of the State Road Agency of Ukraine
Total

20.308
2017

funds of IBRD
funds of the State Road Agency of Ukraine
Total

24.225
2018

funds of IBRD
funds of the State Road Agency of Ukraine
Total

186

64.416
−

24.403

24.403

−

64.416

345.316

474.403

129.087
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end of 2018, amounted to more than 129 million US dollars.
The reasons for this were the delay and long duration of ap
proval of lists of sites and implementation of procedures relat
ed to the opening of funding, which led to a delay in the devel
opment of project documentation and, accordingly, a delay in
conducting procurement procedures. Therefore, the effective
ness of mechanism of co-financing road development projects
using MFI funds, unfortunately, was reduced to zero.
The actions and interaction of the components of the ex
isting mechanism for co-financing investment projects for the
construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance of high
ways at the expense of IFI funds may be ineffective for the fol
lowing reasons:
- the first is the long-term imbalance of public finance sys
tem, which is one of the preconditions for the devaluation of
hryvnia and the deepening of economic crisis;
- the second consists in the imperfections of current na
tional legislation on the competitive selection of contractors.
In foreign practice, for example, the registration of unscrupu
lous contractors has been introduced. Under the European
law, unscrupulous contractors are subject to restrictive mea
sures concerning their participation in tenders for the next five
years from the date of entry in the Register of Unscrupulous
Contractors as well as full liability for late performance of con
tracts and undue termination of contracts;
- the third is represented by the imperfections of manage
ment system of the State Road Agency. Today, the State Agen
cy is a vertically integrated holding company that, for itself,
orders works, performs them and controls them. Thus, the
Agency created Ukrainian Road Investments State Company,
which belongs to its sphere of management, and annually pro
cured from it services for the implementation of investment
projects under the procedure of procurement from one partici
pant. Therefore, there are many opportunities for abuse in such
a scheme of activity, and the advantages of healthy competition
a priori do not exist, because the latter is not created at all.
Given the above, we conclude that the existing mechanism
for co-financing road development projects needs to be sig
nificantly modified. The following vectors should be recog
nized the main vectors of strengthening its effectiveness:
- introduction of “dosed” moderate tolerant selection of
investment projects from many possible options under condi
tions of active manipulation of destabilizing factors, introduc
tion of systems of instability control and limited chaotization

of financing investment activities of the road sector, which will
ensure efficient capital investment and reduce credit load on
regional motor road services;
- increasing the level of competition in the market and cre
ating comfortable working conditions for foreign contractors;
- introduction of long-term road cost planning practice.
The world practice of road construction testifies to the
success and efficiency of using concessions as a tool to attract
private sector investments in the road sector. In Ukraine, the
relations of private sector with the state concerning investment
in the construction and operation of motor roads are also, in a
certain manner, regulated by law, but so far, none of the con
cession projects has been implemented in the industry [12].
The reasons for this are as follows:
- unfavorable investment climate in the country, a high
level of dependence of the concessionaire on unstable and
changing business conditions;
- the concession legislation lacking the necessary regula
tion of state guarantees, insurance and tax incentives for capi
tal investments of the concessionaire and partnership risk
sharing;
- low intensity of traffic flow;
- lack of price plans for the cost of travel per kilometer;
- low level of solvency of the population and its objective
disinterest in toll motor roads;
- difficulties in creating an effective financial model of
concession relations, and others.
Therefore, there is every reason to believe that the distin
guishing feature of the Ukrainian concession is its perception
by government agencies as a last resort in the issue of finding
sources of capital investment – and this approach destroys the
very essence of concession relations, which should be built on
partnership principles.
Under the scheme of Ukrainian concession (Fig. 3), prop
erty created to fulfill the terms of concession agreement or re
ceived under the concession is the object of state ownership
right, which is transferred to the concessionaire in possession
and use for the term of agreement. The concessor (State Road
Agency of Ukraine), upon completion of the construction and
commissioning of the facility is obliged to pay the concession
aire a fee for the operational readiness of road. In turn, the con
cessionaire is obliged (regardless of the results of economic ac
tivity) to pay the concession fees from the moment of receiving
the income from the operation of motor road. In case of low

Fig. 2. Scheme of the financial model of concession for the construction and operation of motor roads in Ukraine
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Fig. 3. Factors influencing the amount of fees for the use of concession roads
traffic, the Agency will reimburse part of the unearned income
in the form of compensation in the amount not exceeding 15 %
of the income planned by the concessionaire for that year.
Several conditions are enough to create competition and
attract private investors: creating equal conditions for partici
pation in and transparency of tenders, concluding long-term
maintenance contracts for a period of 15−25 years so that in
vestors have the opportunity to return the investment, guaran
tee of partner risk sharing at the expense of SFD funds and the
division of operational maintenance into two types of servi
ces – permanent ones (cleaning, painting, and so on), which
can be controlled according to the principle of OPRC (pay
ment for the final result), and periodic ones, which include all
types of repairs from medium to small ones [13, 14]. There

fore, Ukraine should not shy away from the experience of Eu
ropean countries, but on the contrary, should study it thor
oughly and implement it in the investment activities of road
sector, which will guarantee further development of roads and
the transport infrastructure taking into account risks [15, 16]
and eliminate the need to use funds [17] allocated for counter
ing the COVID-19 virus pandemic.
The fundamental basis for deciding on capital investment is
the expected income [18, 19], the amount of which is directly
dependent on the toll and the intensity of traffic [20]. In this
case, the concession road toll is formed under the influence of
the following factors (Fig. 3). Each of these factors has a certain
weight and significance in determining the amount of conces
sion road tolls, and therefore requires detailed study. Among
these factors, the decisive one is the cost of road construction.
In fact, there are no uniform standards for the cost of road
construction in Ukraine or in the EU countries. According to
the Stare Road Agency of Ukraine [11], the average cost of
road construction during 2015−2018 was (Table 3).
In the course of a comparative analysis of the cost of con
struction of roads of the first category in the EU and Ukraine,
it was found that the cost of construction of 1 km of road in
Ukraine is many times lower than in European countries (Ta
ble 4) [14].
In the process of building a model of the dependence of
cost of an investment project on the type of road construction
work, it was found that current minor repairs and such repairs
as the control of damage and deformation of road surfaces, in
determining the cost of construction, are statistically insignifi
cant, so they were excluded from the model.
Then the model of dependence of cost of an investment
project on the type of road construction works takes the fol
lowing form

=
IPk 426 835.8 + 188 983.85 ⋅ xk1 + 10 534.85 ⋅ xk 2 +15 536.35 ⋅ xk 3 .

( 2.35)

(3.06 )

Where IPk is the cost of the kth investment project; xk1 is
road construction under the kth investment project, km; xk2 is
overhaul under the kth investment project, km; xk3 is current
average road repair under the kth investment project, km.
The value of the coefficient of determination of the model
(3) R2 = 0.95 is close to one, which indicates a high quality of
the model. Checking the statistical significance of model (3)
under Fisher’s criterion with 95 % reliability allows us to con
clude that the model is statistically significant because the cal
culated value of criterion (Fest = 76.55) is more than the critical
Fcrit (0.05; 3; 13) = 3.41.
In the model (3), under the coefficients in parentheses, the
calculated values of Student’s criterion are put. The critical
value of Student’s criterion (tcrit (0.05; 3; 13) = 2.16) is less than
the corresponding calculated values of criterion, so all the co
efficients of model (3) with a 95 % reliability are statistically
significant.
Thus, we can draw a general conclusion that the model (3)
is qualitative and statistically significant, i. e., it can be used in

( 9.29 )

(3)

(13.33)

the process of making management decisions to determine the
value of investment projects. It is also worth noting that, since
it is a case of an investment project for road construction, the
model (3) includes only the variable xk1, and the variables xk2
and xk3 are equal to zero.
Taking into account the length, for example, of the LvivKrakovets motor road, we found that the implementation of
such a project requires 615 million euros (Table 5), i. e.,
7.3 million euros per 1 km [11].
Thus, based on the results of the study on relationship be
tween the cost of an investment project and the volume of
works by their types, we proposed an economic and mathemat
ical model for estimating the need for investment in projects for
construction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance of pub
lic motor roads. The model, unlike the existing ones, is based
on a lateral understanding of the clarity of division of capital
needs by types of road construction. This will ensure making
management decisions on investing in projects using model
and information tools that will help obtain the most realistic
Table 3

The average cost of construction of 1 km of motor roads in Ukraine during 2015−2018
Road category

2015

2016

2017

2018

$ mln/km

€ mln/km

$ mln/km

€ mln/km

$ mln/km

€ mln/km

$ mln/km

€ mln/km

І category

2.379

2.26

2.755

2.62

3.270

2.87

3.408

3.21

ІІ category

1.237

1.18

1.432

1.36

1.524

1.59

1.654

2.01

ІІІ category

1.118

1.06

1.295

1.23

1.401

1.38

1.594

1.67

ІV category

0.618

0.59

0.716

0.68

0.859

0.84

1.028

1.29

V category

0.150

0.14

0.174

0.17

0.179

0.36

0.345

0.61
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Table 4
The average cost of construction of first category roads
in Ukraine and EU countries in 2017
Country

Construction cost, € mln/km

Germany

19

Austria

15

Hungary

12.9

Poland

5.0

Bulgaria

3.0

Ukraine

3.16

results of estimating capital requirements needed to improve
the transport and operational condition of roads in Ukraine.
No less important factor influencing the amount of pay
ment for the use of concession roads is the intensity of traffic
(traffic flow). As it has to be determined separately for each of
the types of vehicles, we will first and foremost focus on their
current classification in Europe. In EU countries, vehicles are
classified as follows when determining the fee for the use of
concession roads (Table 6) [14].
According to Table 7, we can observe that, in some coun
tries, in particular, such as Slovakia and the Czech Republic,
when determining the fee for the use of concession roads, they
distinguish three types of vehicles [16]. In Austria, Hungary
and Slovenia, when determining tolls on concession roads, ve
hicles are classified into four types depending on their techni
Table 5
Dynamics of the investment in the project for the construc
tion of Lviv-Krakovets motor road under the condition of
public-private partnership in the form of concession for the
period of 2019−2023
Years

Indicators

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

183.809

195.066

157.984

Investing
Expected
investing, $ mln.

26.694

81.835

Investment product
Construction,
km

−

10.1

25.5

27.2

21.6

Overhaul, km

2.6

−

−

−

−

Running repair,
km

19.8

−

−

−

−

Table 6
Classification of vehicles in EU countries, which is taken
into account when determining the fee for the use of
concession roads
Country

Types of vehicles
І

ІІ

ІІІ

ІV

motorcycles

cars lighter
than 3.5 t

cars heavier
than 3.5 t

trailers

Hungary

D1

D2

B2

U

Slovenia

1

2А

2В

−

Slovakia

−

cars lighter
than 3.5 t

cars heavier
than 3.5 t

trailers

Czech
Republic

−

cars lighter
than 3.5 t

cars heavier
than 3.5 t

trailers

Austria

cal characteristics, impact on road wear and environmental
pollution.
Payments by the concessor in favor of the concessionaire
may be made in the form of a fee for operational readiness
[19]. The terms of concession agreement which provide for a
fee for operational readiness may also provide for the payment
of concession fees in case of exceedance of the actual indica
tors of demand and/or supply over the expected ones specified
in the concession agreement [11].
The procedure for calculating the concession payment in
particular in Ukraine is provided by the Methodology for Cal
culating Concession Payments approved by the Resolution of
the Cabinet of Ministers of 04.02.2016 #130 (as amended)
(Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (2016). Methods of calculat
ing concession payments: Resolution.), which schematically
takes the following form (Fig. 4).
Taking into account its shortcomings identified over time,
the methodological approach to calculating concession pay
ment has been modified; now, it is based on the stakeholder
approach for brown-field and green-field projects on motor
road concessions, which, unlike the existing ones, being
based on the variability of goals and scenarios of road devel
opment, provides for the formation, according to a nomo
thetic approach, of a model of payment for the use of conces
sion roads based on the distance of travel of a vehicle, its
gross weight and the level of impact on the wear and defor
mation of road surface, on the road capacity and the road
load factor. The introduction of proposed methodological
approach to the calculation of concession fee will allow hav
ing a more realistic assessment of the payback period of road
construction projects under public-private partnership in the
form of concession.
Conclusions. Analyzing the effectiveness of organizational
and economic mechanism for managing the investment ac
tivities of road sector, evaluating the efficacy of mechanism for
co-financing investment projects under programs for con
struction, reconstruction, repair and maintenance of roads by
international financial organizations as well as diagnosing the
efficiency of investment of construction of public roads under
public-private partnership in the form of concession allowed
drawing the following conclusions:
1. It is stated that the road sector belongs to the strategic
sectors of national economy and is an important component
of the infrastructural potential of Ukraine. However, the de
velopment of motor road network and ensuring its quality, in
accordance with international standards, requires significant
financial resources incomparable with the capabilities of state
budget. Therefore, financing relevant infrastructure projects
under public-private partnership in the form of concession is
the most attractive for Ukraine.
The sources and level of financial support for the repair
and development of motor road network are analyzed. It has
been established that in recent years, there has been a phe
nomenon of turbulence in the investment of projects for the
construction and repair of public roads − a range of fluctua
tions and vortices of capital investment, which hinders the de
velopment of national transport system.
2. It is established that the construction of most roads in
Ukraine is co-financed by the International Bank for Recon
struction and Development, the European Investment Bank
and other international financial organizations, in particular,
under the projects “Second Road Improvement and Road
Safety Project”, “Road Industry Development Project” and
“European Roads of Ukraine II” (“Improvement of Transport
and Operational Condition of Motor Roads on the Approach
es to Kyiv”). In total, at the stage of implementation in this
sector of the economy, there are the above three projects, the
total amount of loans for which is 1 billion 10 million US dol
lars and 900 million euros.
The inefficiency of road construction at the expense of in
ternational financial organizations has been proved, as evi
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the calculation of concession payment during the operation of a concession object in Ukraine:
In is net income from conducting concession activities for the relevant reporting period (quarter/year); X % is the rate of concession payment, percent;
Fp is the amount of fixed concession payment determined according to the results of concession tender; n is the reporting period (quarter (4)/year); Cf
is the cost of the object granted in concession, adjusted for inflation index for the relevant period; Ca is the cost of the object granted in concession
based on the results of its evaluation (revaluation) carried out in the manner prescribed by the legislation on property evaluation, property rights and
professional evaluation activities; Ii is the inflation index from the date of evaluation (revaluation) of the object granted in the concession until the
moment of accrual of concession payment for the reporting period; Iam is the arithmetic mean value of net income starting from the sale of services for
the three years preceding the year of conclusion of concession agreement; RVfa is the arithmetic mean value of residual value of fixed assets granted in
concession for the three years preceding the year of conclusion of concession agreement

denced by the commissions paid as of June 30, 2017 for com
mitments (for the unused part of loan) under joint projects
with IFOs implemented during 2014−2016, totaling 33.42 mil
lion euros and $ 6.59 million US dollars.
3. Based on the analysis of course of homeostasis, the pa
per proposed a mechanism of co-financing investment proj
ects under motor road development programs with funds of
IBRD, EBRD and EIB with “dosed” moderate tolerant selec
tion of investment projects from a set of possible options under
active manipulation of destabilization factors, the introduc
tion of systems of instability control and limited chaotization
of financing investment activities of the road sector, which will
ensure the efficiency of capital investment and reduce the
credit burden on regional motor road services.
4. It is substantiated that the key to avoiding the phenom
enon of turbulence in the investment of road industry is to
create real conditions for attracting private investment in the
development of road infrastructure in Ukraine and for practi
cal application of a mechanism for road construction and op
eration concessions. It is established that one of the determin
ing factors influencing the decision to invest capital in the
development of motor roads and transport infrastructure un
der terms of a concession is the size of concession payment as
well as the availability of a system of tax incentives for conces
sionaires.
5. The methodological approach to calculating conces
sion payment has been modified; now, it is based on the
stakeholder approach for brown-field and green-field proj
ects on motor road concessions, which, unlike the existing
ones, being based on the variability of goals and scenarios
of road development, provides for the formation, according
to a nomothetic approach, of a model of payment for the
use of concession roads based on the distance of travel of a
vehicle, its gross weight and the level of impact on the wear
and deformation of road surface, on the road capacity and
the road load factor, which will allow having a more realis
tic assessment of the payback period of road construction
projects under public-private partnership in the form of
concession.
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ного платежу за brown-field- та green-field-проектами з
концесії автодоріг.
Методика. У ході дослідження використана сукуп
ність загальнонаукових і спеціальних методів пізнан
ня: метод Quality Function Deployment (QFD), інвайро
ментальний підхід, мультимодальний аналіз, дека
плінг-індекс (Decoupling Index), декаплінг-фактор
(Decoupling Factor), логічне узагальнення, кількісне та
якісне порівняння, наукове абстрагування й система
тизація.
Результати. За результатами дослідження вза
є
мо
зв’язку вартості інвестиційного проекту та обсягів робіт
за їх видами нами запропонована економіко-матема
тична модель оцінювання потреби в інвестиціях за про
ектами з будівництва, реконструкції, ремонту та утри
мання автомобільних доріг загального користування.
Запропонована модель, на відміну від існуючих, засно
вана на латеральному осмисленні чіткості розмежуван
ня потреби в капіталі за видами робіт із розбудови доріг,
що забезпечить прийняття управлінських рішень щодо
інвестування проектів модельним і інформаційним ін
струментарієм, що сприятиме отриманню реалістично
го оцінювання потреби в капіталі, необхідному для по
кращення транспортно-експлуатаційного стану автодо
ріг в Україні.
Наукова новизна. Удосконалено організаційно-еко
номічний механізм управління інвестиційною діяльніс
тю дорожнього господарства та оцінювання ефективнос
ті співфінансування інвестиційних проектів за програма
ми з будівництва, реконструкції, ремонту та утримання
автодоріг. Покращена діагностика ефективності інвесту
вання будівництва автомобільних доріг загального ко
ристування на умовах державно-приватного партнерства
у формі концесії.
Практична значимість. Результати дослідження мо
жуть бути використані в діяльності дорожнього госпо
дарства України для розроблення та впровадження інвес
тиційних проектів за програмами розбудови автодоріг.
Ключові слова: автомобільні дороги, інвестиції, управління інвестиційною діяльністю, інфраструктурні проекти, державно-приватне партнерство

Інвестування інфраструктурних проектів
будівництва доріг за державно-приватного
партнерства у формі концесії
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Мета. Обґрунтувати підхід до управління інвестицій
ною діяльністю розвитку дорожнього господарства
України за дотримання принципу синкретизму й вико
ристання методики Quality Function Deployment, удо
сконалити методичний підхід до розрахунку концесій

Инвестирование инфраструктурных
проектов строительства дорог
по государственно-частному партнерству
в форме концессии
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ского национального торгово-экономического универ
ситета, г. Одесса, Украина
Цель. Обосновать подход к управлению инвестици
онной деятельностью развития дорожного хозяйства
Украины при соблюдении принципа синкретизма и ис
пользования методики Quality Function Deployment, усо
вершенствовать методический подход к расчету концес
сионного платежа за brown-field- и green-field-проектами
по концессии автодорог.
Методика. В ходе исследования использованы сово
купность общенаучных и специальных методов позна
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ния: метод Quality Function Deployment (QFD), инвайро
ментальний подход, мультимодальный анализ, дека
плинг-индекс (Decoupling Index), декаплинг-фактор
(Decoupling Factor), логическое обобщение, количе
ственное и качественное сравнение, научное абстрагиро
вание и систематизация.
Результаты. По результатам исследования взаимос
вязи стоимости инвестиционного проекта и объемов
работ по их видам нами предложена экономико-мате
матическая модель оценки потребности в инвестициях
по проектам строительства, реконструкции, ремонта и
содержания автомобильных дорог общего пользования.
Предложенная модель, в отличие от существующих, ос
нована на латеральном осмыслении четкости разграни
чения потребности в капитале по видам работ относи
тельно развития дорог, обеспечит принятие управлен
ческих решений по инвестированию проектов модель
ным и информационным инструментарием, который
будет способствовать получению реалистичной оценки
потребности в капитале, необходимом для улучшения
транспортно-эксплуатационного состояния автодорог в
Украине.
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Научная новизна. Усовершенствован организацион
но-экономический механизм управления инвестици
онной деятельностью дорожного хозяйства и оценки
эффективности софинансирования инвестиционных
проектов по программам строительства, реконструк
ции, ремонта и содержания автодорог. Улучшена диа
гностика эффективности инвестирования строитель
ства автомобильных дорог общего пользования на ус
ловиях государственно-частного партнерства в форме
концессии.
Практическая значимость. Результаты исследова
ния могут быть использованы в деятельности дорож
ного хозяйства Украины для разработки и внедрения
инвестиционных проектов по программам развития
автодорог.
Ключевые слова: автомобильные дороги, инвестиции, управление инвестиционной деятельностью, инфраструктурные проекты, государственно-частное партнерство
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